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Text to Image



Text to Video



Text to Code



Text to Tacos BETA



Text to Text



Enter a prompt here



Write a haiku about Design 
Matters



Designers gather

To explore and learn, create

And lead change through craft



Create a Netflix horror series 
about Design Matters





The Design of Death
What do you do when your creation becomes 
your nightmare?

When a group of designers discovers a hidden chamber 
beneath the Design Matters conference center, they find 
themselves trapped in a twisted labyrinth filled with deadly 
traps and terrifying secrets.



Create a Danish pastry inspired 
by Design Matters 



Pixel Pie

Instructions

• Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C).
• Cream together the butter and sugar until light and fluffy. Beat in the 

eggs one at a time, then stir in the flour, baking powder, and salt.
• In a separate bowl, whisk together the milk, cocoa powder, and 

powdered sugar. Add to the batter and mix until just combined.
• Pour the batter into a greased 9x13 inch baking dish. Sprinkle with 

mini chocolate chips.
• Bake for 25-30 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted into the center 

comes out clean.
• Let cool completely before cutting into squares.

Ingredients

• 1 cup (2 sticks) unsalted butter, softened
• 1 cup granulated sugar
• 2 large eggs
• 2 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• 1/2 teaspoon salt
• 1/2 cup milk
• 1/4 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
• 1/4 cup powdered sugar
• 1/4 cup mini chocolate chip







Mick’s 
current 
mood



Mick’s 
current 
mood

since Nov ‘22



Mick the 
empath



Mick the 
designer



Mick the 
illustrator







No stranger to change 

→

→ → → → → ??
lol see what i did there? 





GenAI 
landscape

What’s a little  
information overload?



Warn your children: Robots and AI are 
coming for their careers

4 Feb 2023

AI is coming for your JOB: Bots could 
take 80% of human careers in the 'next 
few years', expert warns

9 May 2023

Your Creativity Won’t Save Your Job 
From AI

1 Dec 2022

Is AI Coming for Your Job? 65% of 
Workers Are Worried

2 June 2023

Here’s How AI Will Come for Your Job

17 May 2023

ChatGPT may be coming for our jobs. 
Here are the 10 roles that AI is most 
likely to replace

4 June 2023

Strangely-Dressed Expert Warns That AI 
Could Replace 80% of Jobs Soon

9 May 2023

I’m an AI expert – mark my words, 
robots are coming for your jobs RIGHT 
NOW & it’s already too late

11 Mar 2023

What’s a little fear-
mongering?



What’s a little imposter 
syndrome?

Jason Allen’s Théâtre D'opéra Spatial created in Midjourney took first place in the digital category at the Colorado State Fair



What’s a little 
existential crisis?





We both agree

GenAI will revolutionize 
the design process.
➔ So what can we do now?



The pivot

Casey
AI

Mick



Illustration by @joshmillerhere
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A framework for upskilling your AI literacy, 
competency and confidence

Ex Mock Ima



From the machine

Ex Machina







Mick’s in the  
midst of burnout

Meanwhile



Meanwhile

Life, work, the 
world—& yadda 
yadda yadda





You ever think 
about modeling?



Check this shit out

CaseyCasey



Check this shit out
CaseyCasey









Ex Mock ImaExplore

1

Mock Up

2

Imagine 

3

➔ Focus:  
AI Literacy



Casey’s take

To start, it’s more important 
to understand what GenAI 
can do—not necessarily 
how it does it.







Once you’ve developed an 
understanding of AI’s 
capabilities, share your 
knowledge with others.

Casey’s advice



How do I get outta this f***ing 
creative block?!



How do I get outta this f***ing 
creative block?!



You are a clever and creative illustrator who excels at 
drawing witty visual puns. Your work is often funny, but 
it can also be thought-provoking. You are a master of 
the absurd, and you use your art to explore the strange 
and unexpected.

Prompt power-posing



Your work often uses butts, boobs, farts and memes. 
You love to get a laugh out of people.

Context setting



The task at hand

Lately you've been feeling a little burnt out and 
creatively blocked. You want to get back into your 
practice. What are 5 good steps to take to help you get 
back into it?



I understand that creative blocks 
can be challenging, but don't 
worry; we'll work together to get 
you back into your artistic 
groove!







Do something different
Explore new themes
Collaborate with others
Practice regularly 
Give yourself permission to 
play

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



Do something different
Explore new themes
Collaborate with others
Practice regularly 
Give yourself permission to 
play

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.





Ex Mock ImaExplore

1

Mock Up

2

Imagine 

3

➔ Focus:  
AI Literacy

➔ Focus: 
Experimentation



Creativity is intelligence 
having fun.
Albert Einstein



Amplified creativity is 
artificial and human 
intelligence having fun 
together.

Albert Einstein & Casey Hudetz



Percentage of workers said 
they worried they would be 
viewed as lazy for using AI

72 % 28 %

Number of workers who said 
they would feel like frauds for 
using AI1 in 5











General Examples Maid of Honor Speech

Resignation Email

Nanny Contracts

Workout Routines

Recipe IdeasBike Route Planning

Screenplay Editor

Dad Jokes

Resume WritingStrongly Worded Emails

Videogame Backgrounds

Programming Support

Peer Review Feedback

Urban Planning Imagery

Team Mascot Generator

General Icebreakers

Language Learning

Fundraising Emails



GeneratePrompt

You

Evaluate

 AI co-creation loop 

YouAI



How hard is it 
really to train  
a model?



Hold my beer



Leonardo RunwayDALL-E

Train your own model









Early experiments



And on Day 3,  
[AI] said, “Let there 
be [a woman in a 
field of flowers].”  
And it was so.



Mick original AI-generated



A self-portrait A man riding a hot dog A Dr. Seuss character



The softer side of Macho Man 
Randy Savage

Dolly Pardon My French Little Mermaid farts



Mick Jagger & Tina Turner Topiary poodles The Beatles



The Flatulent Forest

Adorable magical creatures use their farts to 
create vibrant & colorful flowers



Ex Mock ImaExplore

1

Mock Up

2

Imagine 

3

➔ Focus:  
AI Literacy

➔ Focus: 
Experimentation

➔ Focus:  
Application



We, ourselves, are still 
figuring out new ways to 
use this.

Greg Brockman
President & Co-founder of OpenAI





Heuristic Evaluations User Story Mapping Scenarios Persona CreationEmpathy Mapping

UI Copy User Flows Information ArchitectureContextual Inquiry Storyboarding

Brainstorming StorytellingUsability Testing Design Systems Animation

Synthesizing Research Diary Studies User InterviewsJourney MappingContextual Inquiry

Stakeholder Interviews Competitive Analysis Content Inventory Quantitative ResearchEmpathy Mapping

Card Sorting WireframingSketching Accessibility Animation



Write a user research plan for a study about CPG websites



Research Plan

Research Goals


The goal of this study is to understand the needs and expectations of users of a CPG marketplace 
website. Specifically, we want to understand:


• What features and functionality are most important to users?


• What are the pain points that users experience when using CPG marketplace websites?


• What are the factors that influence users' decision-making when purchasing products on a CPG 
marketplace website?


Research Questions


To achieve these goals, we will answer the following research questions:


1. What are the most important features and functionality for a CPG marketplace website?

2. What are the pain points that users experience when using CPG marketplace websites?

3. What are the factors that influence users' decision-making when purchasing products on a CPG 

marketplace website?


Research Methods


We will use a variety of research methods to collect data for this study, including:


• User interviews: We will conduct in-depth interviews with a small group of users to get their feedback 
on the features and functionality of CPG marketplace websites.


• Surveys: We will send out surveys to a larger group of users to gather quantitative data about their 
needs and expectations.


• Usability testing: We will conduct usability testing of a prototype CPG marketplace website to get 
feedback on the user experience.


•
Write a user research plan for a study about CPG websites



Survey Questions

1. Have you ever rented a car online?


2. If yes, how many times?


3. What was the main purpose of your car rental? (e.g., vacation, 
business, moving)


4. Which car rental website did you use?


5. Were you able to find the information you were looking for on the 
website?


6. How easy was the booking process?


7. Were you satisfied with the price you paid?


8. Were you satisfied with the selection of vehicles available?


9. Were you satisfied with the customer service you received?


10. Did you have any problems with the rental car itself?


11. If yes, what were the problems?


12. How was the return process?


13. Would you recommend the car rental website to others?


14. What would you change about the car rental website?


15. How likely are you to rent a car from the same website again?

Write survey questions about renting a car online



Summarize these interview transcripts and list major user painpoints

UX Researcher: Hi, my name is Samuel Clemens and I'm a UX researcher. 
I'm interested in learning more about your experience of using wearables. 
Can you tell me a little bit about what wearables you've used and how you've 
used them?


Participant: Sure. I've used a few different wearables, including a Fitbit, an 
Apple Watch, and a Garmin fitness tracker. I've used them mostly to track my 
steps, heart rate, and sleep. I also use them to get notifications from my 
phone.


UX Researcher: How has using wearables been helpful to you?


Participant: They've been really helpful for me to stay motivated to exercise. I 
like being able to see how many steps I've taken and how active I've been 
throughout the day. They've also been helpful for me to track my sleep. I 
used to have a hard time sleeping, but now I'm able to see how well I'm 
sleeping and make adjustments to my habits if needed.


UX Researcher: Have you had any challenges with using wearables?


Participant: Sometimes they can be a little bit uncomfortable to wear, 
especially if I'm wearing them for a long time. I also find that the batteries can 
die pretty quickly.


Interview Transcript







Create an executive summary from these interview transcripts and survey results

Interview Transcript

UX Researcher: Hi, my name is Samuel Clemens and I'm a UX researcher. 
I'm interested in learning more about your experience of using wearables. 
Can you tell me a little bit about what wearables you've used and how you've 
used them?


Participant: Sure. I've used a few different wearables, including a Fitbit, an 
Apple Watch, and a Garmin fitness tracker. I've used them mostly to track my 
steps, heart rate, and sleep. I also use them to get notifications from my 
phone.


UX Researcher: How has using wearables been helpful to you?


Participant: They've been really helpful for me to stay motivated to exercise. I 
like being able to see how many steps I've taken and how active I've been 
throughout the day. They've also been helpful for me to track my sleep. I 
used to have a hard time sleeping, but now I'm able to see how well I'm 
sleeping and make adjustments to my habits if needed.


UX Researcher: Have you had any challenges with using wearables?


Participant: Sometimes they can be a little bit uncomfortable to wear, 
especially if I'm wearing them for a long time. I also find that the batteries can 
die pretty quickly.


UX Researcher: Overall, how satisfied have you been with your experience of 

Do you own a 
wearable 
device?

If yes, what type of 
wearable do you own?

How satisfied are 
you with your 
wearable device?

What do you like 
most about your 
wearable device?

What do you dislike 
most about your 
wearable device?

Would you 
recommend your 
wearable device to 
others?

What other features 
would you like to 
see in a wearable 
device?

Yes Smartwatch Very satisfied
The tracking 
features The battery life Yes Longer battery life

No Fitness tracker
Somewhat 
satisfied The convenience The cost No

More tracking 
features

Yes Smartband Not satisfied The style The size Maybe
More stylish 
design

Yes Smart glasses Very dissatisfied
The health 
benefits The features N/A

More affordable 
price

No Other N/A Other Other N/A Other

Survey Results



• The new app is easy to use and navigate.

• The app offers a wider selection of books and other 
materials than the previous system.

• The app allows users to borrow books and other 
materials more easily

• "The new app is a huge improvement over the old one. It's so 
much more user-friendly." - Participant 001

• "I had a problem with the app the other day, but the customer 
service was great. They helped me fix the problem right away." 
Participant 003

• Some users found the app to be too cluttered or 
confusing.

• Some users reported problems with the app 
crashing or freezing.

• Some users said that they missed the ability to 
browse books by the shelves in the library.

Positive Negative Neutral

Overall Satisfaction

Executive Summary of Library App Research Study

Pros

Cons

Verbatim Feedback

Create an executive summary from these interview transcripts and survey results



• The new app is easy to use and navigate.

• The app offers a wider selection of books and other 
materials than the previous system.

• The app allows users to borrow books and other 
materials more easily

• "The new app is a huge improvement over the old one. It's so 
much more user-friendly." - Participant 001

• "I had a problem with the app the other day, but the customer 
service was great. They helped me fix the problem right away." 
Participant 003

• Some users found the app to be too cluttered or 
confusing.

• Some users reported problems with the app 
crashing or freezing.

• Some users said that they missed the ability to 
browse books by the shelves in the library.

Executive Summary of Library App Research Study

Pros

Positive Negative Neutral

Overall Satisfaction
Cons

Verbatim FeedbackLibrary App  
Research Findings
September 13th, 2023

Now in a deck format.



Create a persona based on our user research



“I want a financial app that's easy to use and 
has all the features I need, like budgeting 
tools and bill pay."

Sarah Smith

Sarh is a first-year college student who is majoring in computer 

science. She is a hard worker and is passionate about learning 

new things

Bio

To succeed in college and get a good job

To learn new things and grow as a person

To be financially independent

The high cost of college tuition

The lack of financial literacy education in schools

The difficulty of finding a job that pays a living wage

Motivations

Frustrations

Create a persona based on our user research









Give me five ways we can we improve the grocery store check out experience 
using biometric data





Create a storyboard for two public speakers

Two Chicago-based 
designers spend a 
year working on a 
presentation

They fly to beautiful 
Copenhagen to share 
their thoughts on AI & 
Design

While on stage, one 
designer rips a huge fart

40 years later they retell 
the story and laugh 
uproariously



Generate logo ideas for a landscape architect firm





Generate mobile UI inspiration



Write succinct alt text for this infographic



ALT Text

The graph shows global greenhouse gas 
emissions. Emissions are rising, and current 
policies are not enough to limit warming to 1.5°C. 
We need to take stronger action to reduce 
emissions. The pledged pathway is a step forward, 
but we need to do more.

Write succinct alt text for this infographic





Stakeholder Interviews Competitive Analysis Content Inventory Quantitative Research

Heuristic Evaluations User Story Mapping Scenarios Persona CreationEmpathy Mapping

Synthesizing Research Diary Studies User InterviewsJourney Mapping

UI Copy User Flows Information ArchitectureContextual Inquiry Storyboarding

Card Sorting WireframingSketching Accessibility 

Brainstorming StorytellingUsability Testing Design Systems Animation



Take these principles & 
apply them to the process of 
generating ideas 

How might we



As a collaborator



As a collaborator



As a first draft

AI-generated Mick final



As a first draft



The Titanic Tina Turner Bigfoot in a bikini

As an evolution





In closing 🤝

Text-to-                     .  
What Generative AI Means for Designers



Final thoughts

GenAI will revolutionize 
the design process.
➔ Empowers the ideation & creation 

process for designers



A framework for upskilling your AI literacy, 
competency and confidence

Ex Mock Ima



Ex Mock ImaExplore

1 2 3

➔ Focus:  
AI Literacy

Mock Up
➔ Focus: 

Experimentation

Imagine 
➔ Focus:  

Application



5. Give yourself  
permission to play
Lastly, remind yourself that creativity is not a rigid process and 
that you can play and experiment without the pressure of always 
creating a masterpiece. Allowing yourself the freedom to make 
mistakes and enjoy the process might lead to unexpected and 
delightful outcomes.



How do I get outta this f***ing 
creative block?!



Just keeps getting better—together



Mick’s take

Maybe the real treasure  
is the AI friends we made 
along the way.

(Sorry Casey.)
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